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Governor Fletcher’s Principles for 
Kentucky’s Energy Future

(announced on August 12,2006)

•Maintain Kentucky’s Low-Cost Energy

•Responsibly Develop Kentucky’s Energy Resources

•Preserve Kentucky’s Commitment to Environmental Quality

Liquid Coal Inc’s CTL proposal is fully compliant with these principles
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Liquid Coal’s Goals

1) Concepts in CTL (Coal-to-Liquid) Technologies (2004 and continuing)

•Develop protocols for economical, clean CTL processes, ultimately suitable for    
utilizing nuclear process heat and/or nuclear generated electricity.

2) Consortium of Experts (2004 and continuing)

•Form a consortium of leading authorities in the fields of coal liquefaction, fuel refining, 
coal mining, nuclear power generation, government liaison, environmental 
interest groups and public relations to enhance commercial viability and public 
acceptance of this technology, and choose the most promising CTL technology.

3) Pilot Plant (2008 – 2012)

•Establish a CTL pilot plant in Kentucky by 2008 to prove the viability of the chosen 
CTL technology, utilizing conventional sources of process heat and electricity.

4) Production Plant (10,000 barrels/day) 2009 onward

•Invite coal companies to utilize the new technology using a 500MWth Nuclear PBMR 
(Pebble Bed Modular Reactor) and prove that this will significantly enhance profit per 
ton of coal in addition to creating a huge, stable, long-term demand for coal.
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Energy Facts – 2005
(http://www.eia.doe.gov/neic/quickfacts/quickoil.html)

US Oil Consumption: 20.8    million barrels/day

Total US Oil consumption

40% Domestic27% OPEC

24%
Canada
Mexico

9% Others
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US Energy Consumption – 2004
(Howard Hayden, US Energy Facts – July 2006)

40% Domestic 40% Potentially 
Non-Stable

Sources

16%
Canada
Mexico

US Fossil Energy – 2004
(Howard Hayden, US Energy Facts – July 2006)

86% Fossil Fuels
(Coal,Oil,Gas)

8% Nuclear

3% Hydro/Geothermal

2.82% Wood/Biomass

.18% Wind/Solar

45% Coal

27% Petroleum

28% Natural Gas
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Products made from a barrel of crude oil
(http://www.eia.doe.gov/bookshelf/brochures/diesel/dieselprices2006.html)

40% Domestic

Other Products

16%
Canada
Mexico

1 barrel produces 27.2 gallons of diesel fuel and gasoline

28% Natural Gas

Liquefied Petroleum Gases (LPG)
Jet Fuel
Heavy Fuel Oil (Residual)
Other Distillates (Heating Oil)

Diesel

Gasoline

Gallons produced from 1 barrel of crude oil
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Electricity Generation – 2002
(Howard Hayden, US Energy Facts – July 2006)

40% Domestic 40% Potentially 
Non-Stable

Sources

16%
Canada
Mexico

Non-Electric Energy – 2002
(Howard Hayden, US Energy Facts – July 2006)

Oil Fact: 2/3 of oil (14mb/d) is used for Transportation Fuel

49.8% Coal

19.9% Nuclear

17.8% Natural Gas

6.8% Hydro
2.16% Geothermal/Wood/Biomass3% Oil

.07% Solar/Wind

45% Transportation

12% Residential

7% Commercial

36% Industrial



Converting Coal to 
Liquid Fuel

Fischer-Tropsch (FT) Process
(indirect coal liquefaction)

Developed in Germany in 1923 
by Franz Fischer and Hans Tropsch

Bergius Process
(direct coal liquefaction)

Hydrogenation of Coal (combining Hydrogen 
with the Carbon in coal) developed in 1921 by 
Nobel Prize winner Friederich Bergius

(1)

(2)
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FT Process for Converting 
Coal to Liquid Fuel
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(1) FT Process (three stages)

(1)   C + H2O → H2 + CO         (at about 1300°C)

(2)   H2O + CO → CO2 + H2       (gives off heat)

(3)   (2n + 1) H2 + nCO → Cn H2n+2 + nH2O  (at about 300°C 
yields oil and water)
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(2) Bergius Process

(n + 1)H2 + nC → CnH2n+2 (at about 400°C and 2,500 psi))

Friedrich Bergius

Shared 1931 Nobel 
Prize in Chemistry 
with Carl Bosch
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FT Plants in South Africa

SASOL 150,000 barrels a day (6.3 million gallons) 
coal conversion plant - Secunda, SA
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Liquid Fuels

Gasoline: C5 to C12

Diesel: C13 to C22

Heavy Fuel Oil: C23 to C70
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Liquid Fuels have an approximate ratio of 2 hydrogen atoms for 
every carbon atom. The table below shows the number of carbon 

atoms per molecule for different fuels. Coal typically has 0.8 
hydrogen atoms for each carbon atom and to convert it to liquid 

(2:1 ratio hydrogen to carbon) hydrogen must be added.

Liquid Coal’s goal is to optimize a process producing C16H34
(cetane) which is diesel fuel.



Coal Gasification

Convert Coal to “SYN Gas”

The precursors to “SYN Gas” were “Town Gas” and 
“Water Gas” invented simultaneously in the USA, 
Great Britain and Germany in 1805

(first step in FT process – can also be used to produce 
Hydrogen for the Bergius Process)
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Coal Gasification

United Gas Improvement Company, 
of Philadelphia, in 1884 

William Murdock's Independent 
Gas Supplier

(Birmingham, England, 1805)
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Coal Gasification

During the 1940’s there were more than 20,000 Gasification 
plants in the USA.

The increase in production  of Natural Gas in the 40’s and 
50’s, as well as the construction of a pipeline network for 
distribution, put Gasification plants out of business.        

Town Gas is toxic because of CO content, Natural Gas is not 
(mainly methane CH4).
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Sasol Production Flow
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F-T Liquefaction Process
•Generally Known as Indirect CTL Processing

•Used in South Africa and China

Disadvantages:
•As implemented today, it is dirty, wastes energy, complicated (but could be 

improved using new Clean Coal Technology)

•Burns almost one ton of coal for every ton converted to liquid fuel (Secunda 
burns 125,000 tons/day)

“Nowadays, several factors have emerged that may, individually or
collectively, signal that the time for commercialization of direct 

liquefaction has come at last” H.H. Schobert (1)

A Better Way:
•Direct Liquefaction (modified Bergius Process)

(1) Schobert, H.H., Production of Diesel Fuel from Appalachian Coal and Hydrogen – a literature review – Dec 2006

(comprehensive CTL study financed by Liquid Coal Inc)



Preliminary Candidate Liquid Coal CTL 
Technology

Crush 
Coal 

Feedstock

Upgrade 
to Diesel 

Fuel

Liquefy 
Coal
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Produce 
Hydrogen

1

2 3

4

Water

Process Heat



The S-I Cycle for producing Hydrogen From Water

(1)   2H2SO4  (+ Nuclear Heat) → 2SO2 + 2H2O + O2 (at 850°C)

(2)   I2 + SO2 + 2H2O → 2HI  + H2SO4 (at 120°C)

(3)   2 HI  → I2 + H2 (at 320°C)

The sulfur-Iodine process (S-I Cycle) is a thermochemical process used to 
potentially obtain low-cost Hydrogen. It involves three chemical reactions 
whose net products are Hydrogen and Oxygen.

(Kuhr, Bolthrunis, Corbett and Lahoda, “Advanced Nuclear Process Heat Concepts and Applications” PWR2006-88165)

The sulfur and Iodine are recycled in this process, giving rise to this process as a cycle. 
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Coal Reserves

•Kentucky is beautifully located to benefit from abundant high sulfur coal 
reserves in both the Appalachian and Illinois Coal basins.

Proven Coal Reserves:
•Appalachian Basin (including Eastern Kentucky) 90,000 million tons

•Illinois Basin (including Western Kentucky) 110,000 million tons

A total of 200,000 million tons of coal!
(Of which as much as 50% may be suitable for CTL processing)

•Wonderfully propitious facts about high sulfur coal used as feed stock for CTL processing:

“…High Sulfur coals, which might not be desirable for use in combustion 
applications, could be ideal, or even premium for liquefaction”

(H.H. Schobert)

“Coals of high sulfur content give the highest conversion and distillate yields”
(H.H. Schobert)
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Coal Reserves

•Assuming a CTL process yielding 3 barrels of oil / ton of coal, 50% of the 
Kentucky-accessible high sulfur coal reserves equate to:

300 billion barrels of oil

•Saudi Arabia has the worlds largest oil reserves totaling:

270 billion barrels of oil

•Canada is in second place with:

179 billion barrels of oil

(source: Oil Industry Statistics – Gibson Consulting)

Which is equal to 33 years of oil  for the entire USA, given expected rates of consumption (25 mb/d)

(many consider this an inflated number)

(includes Athabasca tar sands)
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Why we should NOT burn raw coal

Typical formula for Bituminous coal:

C160H132N2O8S

Burning raw Coal produces approximately 3 tons of CO2 for 
every ton of Coal, and in addition, produces the following 

harmful emissions:
•Sulfur Dioxide

•NOX

•Mercury

•Arsenic

•Radioactive metals such as Thorium and Uranium*

*Schobert, H.H. “Lignites of North America” Elsevier publishing, 1995
Beckmann, Petr “The health hazards of not going Nuclear” Golem Press 1976
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Why we should NOT burn raw coal

Sulfur dioxide concentration vs. death rate

Source: R. Wilson, W.J. Jones, “Energy, Ecology and the Environment” Academic Press, NY, 1974

680.51New YorkNOV 1966
600.1OsakaDEC 1962

8501.0LondonDEC 1962
2000.2LondonJAN 1959

1,0000.51LondonJAN 1956
3600.2New YorkNOV 1952

3,9001.5LondonDEC 1952
DeathsSO2 Level (PPM)PlaceDate
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Ultra Clean Coal Conversion

CH0.8 + 0.6 H2                CH2

Liquid Fuel can be represented by CH2

If Coal’s empirical formula is CH0.8 , then the liquefaction 
process is:

The process used to achieve this reaction to produce Diesel 
(C16H34) automatically filters out ALL the Sulfur, Arsenic, 

Mercury and Radio-active elements to produce a clean, almost 
odorless high-energy transportation fuel.

(H.H. Schobert)
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Nuclear Energy

When a slow neutron 1n strikes a 235U nucleus, it changes 
to 236U which then breaks into smaller nuclei such as 92Kr 
and 141Ba, releasing 3 more neutrons and a large amount 

of energy.

1n

1n

1n

1n235U 236U

141Ba

92Kr



One enriched uranium fuel pellet 
produces as much electricity as:

- 1,780 pounds of coal0.6 in.

0.3 in.

Just 5 fuel pellets can provide the average U.S. household 
with all its electricity requirements for one year! Fuel is a 

relatively small part of output energy costs – therefore 
nuclear energy costs should remain stable for many years.

Source: NEI
27 16 Jan 2007
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Nuclear Reactor Safety
1. France, which obtains 75% of its electricity from Nuclear Energy has 

reported ZERO deaths due to radiation-related accidents over a 40 year 
period

2. Three Mile Island Disaster (March 28,1979)
0 Deaths 0 Injuries 0 Diseased

3. Chernobyl Melt-down (April 26, 1986)
50 Deaths confirmed after 20 years (April 2006)
Predictions of possibly 4,000 cancer-related deaths during next 20 years 
(but in that population there will be 300,000 cancer-related deaths during 
that time, from other causes)

4. The USA with 110 operating reactors providing 20% of our electric power
(still the worlds largest number of reactors) has had ZERO radiation-
related deaths during 50 years of operation.

Note: The Chernobyl reactors had no containment buildings and used the dangerous water-
cooled graphite moderated technology banned in the West in the late 1940’s



GE Inside the Atom

Beginning in 1946, General Electric 
began publishing what became a 
series of educational comics. 

This issue was published in 1955.

Our country had a positive image 
about Nuclear Energy at that time. 
Unfortunately, as a result of 
misinformation, many people have 
unfounded concerns about the 
dangers of Nuclear Energy
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Nuclear Process Heat
Pebble Bed Nuclear Reactor

What is a Pebble Bed Reactor?

average fuel pebble cycles through core 6 times over 3 years with
final burn-up ~50% greater than LWR (light water reactor) fuel

one fuel pebble recycled every 30 seconds;

about 350 spent fuel pebbles discarded daily;
about 2400 pebbles handled by Fuel Handling System each day;
450,000 fuel pebbles in core;

outlet temperature of 900° C =>  excellent for process heat uses;
Passive, inherently safe high temperature helium reactor;
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Nuclear Process Heat
Pebble Bed Nuclear Reactor

Pebble Bed TRISO Fuel Sphere Cross Section 
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Nuclear Process Heat
Pebble Bed Nuclear Reactor 

Schematic Diagram Power Output (Demo) 400 MWth
>165 MWe

Coolant pressure 9 MPa
Coolant temperatures 900°C outlet

503°C inlet
Pressure ratio 3.2
Coolant flow 193 kg/sec
Cycle efficiency (net) >41% 
(conservative)
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PBMR Multi-Module Electric Plant Configuration

LPC/HPC PT
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Emission Free
Nuclear Liquid Fuel Refinery
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Why Diesel Fuel?
Diesel cars get 30% better mileage than gasoline cars

Diesel Fuel has the HIGHEST specific energy of any liquid fuel

In the past, Diesel Fuel contained 500ppm Sulfur, causing diesel emissions 
to exceed tail pipe emission limits. However, as of July 2006, ultra-low sulfur 
diesel fuel (less than 15ppm) has been phased in allowing new diesel cars to 
meet the most stringent emission regulations

In South Africa, 100% of all diesel fuel is derived from coal (F-T process) and 
contains less than 5ppm sulfur

In Europe, 60% of all autos are diesel powered, and in India it is 85%.

Detroit is gearing up for the up-coming boom in diesel-powered cars with 
Daimler-Chrysler taking the lead by providing diesel engines in their 2008 
Jeep Cherokees and other popular models

Diesel Fuel is safe and has lower volatility  than Gasoline. Coal derived 
diesel fuel is almost odorless

An infrastructure to transport and dispense diesel fuel already exists
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JP900 Fuel

Ultra-clean Coal-derived JP900 High Performance Jet 
Fuel, developed at Penn State University by Dr. 
Schobert and his team is stable up to 900º F and can 
be used for all existing jet engines and for specially 
designed diesel-powered cars.

JP900 is expected to be cleaner, better performing 
than existing jet fuel and would not be subject to wide 
price fluctuations. This would provide fuel price 
stability to the airline industry.  (existing JP8 fuel 
contains up to 3,000ppm Sulfur)

There are plans to test JP900 fuel in a B-52 bomber in 
the near future.
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The VW Jetta

The VW Jetta*, pictured below can be provided with either a diesel or 
gasoline engine.

Diesel Mileage:
35 City  42 Highway

Gasoline Mileage:
22 City  30 Highway

Fuel Tank: 14.5 gallons

38

* This car will not be available from 2007 on because it was designed for 
operation with the older 500ppm Sulfur Diesel Fuel. In 2008, it will be 
replaced with a different VW model featuring a cleaner engine.
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Highway Driving Refueling Range for VW Jetta
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Challenges to Implementing Liquid Coal’s Proposal
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1. Technological
Although large-scale Direct Liquefaction from coal to diesel fuel has been done since 
the 1930’s. a commercial-viable process still needs to be finalized. In his review, Dr. 
Schobert has identified 6 promising methods that will benefit from modern technologies, 
but work still needs to be carried out to choose the one technology that has the best 
chance to become commercially viable.

Four older technologies under consideration are:

a) Solvent refined coal II process

b) H Coal process

c) EXXON donor solvent process

d) Catalytic two-stage liquefaction process

Two approaches are under consideration which are not as mature 
as the above but offer the possibility of huge breakthroughs:

d) CONOCO Zinc Chloride process. A one-step process that could 
convert coal to diesel fuel

e) PENN-State Coal-to-Liquids. A “Hybrid” process relying on introducing 
coal into existing oil refinery infrastructures. A demonstration plant is 
being constructed in Pennsylvania to produce JP900 Jet Fuel. This plant 
is very close to receiving funding from the state of PA (Pennsylvania 
Energy Partnership).



Challenges to Implementing Liquid Coal’s Proposal
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2. Legislative Barriers related to Nuclear Energy

2.1 Federal

Overhaul NRC Safety Laws

Review NRC Licensing fees

Allow reprocessing spent fuel

Solve Waste disposal problem
2.1 Kentucky State

Repeal statues effectively preventing construction of any nuclear power 
plants in Kentucky

Example: KRS 278.605

278.605 Construction prohibited until means for disposal of high level nuclear waste approved by 
United States government.

No construction shall commence on a nuclear power facility in the Commonwealth until the Public Service 
Commission finds that the United States government, through its authorized agency, has identified 
and approved a demonstrable technology or means for the disposal of high level nuclear waste.

Effective: July 13, 1984
History: Created 1984 Ky. Acts ch. 15, sec. 2, effective July 13, 1984.
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Kyoto Protocol and Carbon Taxes.

Operating on the principle of "Truth by Repetition", the authors of this ill-founded and anti-
technological protocol, supported by the media and misguided politicians, have persuaded many 
citizens that global warming is caused by human activity, more specifically the increase in CO2 
emissions caused by burning fossil fuels. If the backers of the Kyoto Protocol were sincere, they 
would enthusiastically endorse the introduction of nuclear energy for heating and electricity 
generation. 

In Europe there now exists legislation to reduce CO2 emissions, and starting a few weeks ago, 
(January 1, 2007), the British Government imposed a £ 80 tax on every trans-Atlantic flight ($ 160). 
Very soon, there will be additional carbon taxes on coal-fired power stations, in addition to penalties 
for SO2 and Mercury emissions.

As we all know, the USA has courageously refused to go along with the Kyoto Protocol insanity, 
however, there are some in Congress who continue to push for its implementation, if not directly, then 
by stealth. US ratification of the Kyoto Protocol would be an unmitigated disaster.

If we could find the political will to gradually phase out coal-fired power heat sources and replace 
them with 4th generation PBMR process heat nuclear plants, we could divert the coal to CTL 
production, with no net increase in CO2 emissions, since the CTL fuel would replace imported oil, but 
we would significantly reduce CO2 emissions, well below that required by Kyoto, and remove 
pressure for governmental ratification. Moreover, this would have the real benefit of eliminating 
poisonous emissions such as Mercury, SO2, arsenic, and other harmful substances.



CTL Promotion Act of 2007
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US Senators Jim Bunning (R-KY) and Barack Obama (D-IL) have re-introduced a 
piece of legislation that would help create the infrastructure needed for  large-scale  
production of Coal-to-Liquids fuel in the US.

The proposed “Coal-To-Liquid Fuel Promotion Act of 2007” is based on the bill first 
introduced by Senators Bunning and Obama last spring and expands tax 
incentives, creates planning assistance, and develops Department of Defense 
support for a domestic CTL industry.

The Coal-to-Liquid Fuel Promotion Act of 2007 enables the Department of Energy to 
provide loan guarantees for construction and direct loans for the planning and 
permitting of CTL plants. Loan guarantees will encourage private investment and 
planning loans will help companies prepare a plant for construction.

This legislation also will expand investment tax credits and expensing provisions to 
include coal-to-liquids plants, extend the Fuel Excise Tax credit, and expand the 
credit for equipment used to capture and sequester carbon emissions. 

Finally, the bill provides the Department of Defense the funding and authorization to 
purchase, test, and integrate these fuels into the Strategic Petroleum Reserve and 
military fuel supplies. 

The Senators also announced they will form the Senate Coal-to-Liquid Fuel Caucus
to help drive the legislation forward.



Summarizing:
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1. Our country should aim for CTL production capacity of at least 5 mb/day (25% of total). This, 
together with our 40% local production and about 35% imports from stable sources should give us 
90% reliable oil supplies for decades to come. 

This would amount to an additional 1.7 million tons/day increased coal production, (600 million 
tons/year) over and above our present 1,200 million annual national coal production and such an 
increase, ramped up over a 10 year period is entirely feasible.

Liquid Coal’s technology will be DIRECT CTL conversion, since it is cleaner, and more efficient than 
INDIRECT F-T CTL conversion (400ºC vs. 1300ºC), and will lend itself to Nuclear process heat 
sources. 

2. We ask the Kentucky Energy Cabinet to help Liquid Coal Inc establish a pilot plant in Kentucky for 
the production of diesel fuel from coal, similar to that being established in PA to produce JP900 jet 
fuel.

3. We ask the Kentucky Energy Cabinet to help us meet with Senator Bunning so that we can inform 
him, as well as the Senate CTL committee, about our progress to date and future plans

4. We ask that the Kentucky Energy Cabinet support us in our call to repeal state legislation 
preventing the construction of Nuclear Power Plants in Kentucky

5. We suggest, as an immediate energy-saving step, that all Kentucky State vehicles be diesel 
powered.


